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Abstract: Cloud computing and relevant emerging technologies have presented ordinary methods
for processing edge-produced data in a centralized manner. Presently, there is a tendency to offload
processing tasks as close to the edge as possible to reduce the costs and network bandwidth used. In
this direction, we find efforts that materialize this paradigm by introducing distributed deep learning
methods and the so-called Federated Learning (FL). Such distributed architectures are valuable assets
in terms of efficiently managing resources and eliciting predictions that can be used for proactive
adaptation of distributed applications. In this work, we focus on deep learning local loss functions
in multi-cloud environments. We introduce the MulticloudFL system that enhances the forecasting
accuracy, in dynamic settings, by applying two new methods that enhance the prediction accuracy in
applications and resources monitoring metrics. The proposed algorithm’s performance is evaluated
via various experiments that confirm the quality and benefits of the MulticloudFL system, as it
improves the prediction accuracy on time-series data while reducing the bandwidth requirements
and privacy risks during the training process.

Keywords: deep learning; federated learning; client participation; multi-cloud computing; data
abnormalities

1. Introduction

In present times, there is massive data generation from a constantly and exponentially
increasing number of edge devices, such as wearables, smartphones, smart cards, sensors,
GPS-enabled devices, mobile phones, and other IoT devices. The IDC Data Age 2025 report
on “The Digitization of the World: From Edge to Core” forecasts that the total data to be
generated by the year 2025 is estimated to reach an astounding 175 zettabytes—a tenfold
increase from 2016 levels. The edge-proximate Internet of Things (IoT) devices, alone,
are expected to generate over 90 zettabytes of data. Such massive data volumes require
adequately substantial data processing and interpretation capabilities [1,2]. Currently,
there are nearly 7 billion connected IoT devices [3] and 3 billion smartphones around
the world. These devices are equipped with increasingly advanced sensors, computing,
and communication capabilities. New data-intensive applications, data services, and dis-
tributed workloads, increasingly dictate new architectures to sufficiently support proactive
maintenance and management of these dynamic environments. Technical specifications
are required to support highly available, data-intensive applications that can be provided
through multi-cloud environments at remote sites. These specifications will target both
current requirements and future innovations, ultimately driving the adoption of Edge
Cloud Computing Architectures [4]. With the massive increase in the number of edge
devices and the advancements in computation technology, the Federated Learning [5,6]
techniques may cope with the challenges of this domain. But, in order to do so, these
techniques need to be extended to utilize in a more efficient way the total computing
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power across the cloud computing continuum thus improving prediction analytics over
distributed streamed data. The exploitation of various data sources hosted on edge devices
increases the data availability and contributes to improved federated algorithms training,
along with their respected prediction accuracy.

According to the usual deep learning process, data are gathered in one place for
centralized processing. This includes detection, classification (i.e., in training and test
data), and prediction of future events and values. An example can be considered with
temperature sensors’ data, residing at the edge of the network and an application topology
that is used to process them. In this case, deep learning may help in the prediction of
future incidents relevant to temperature fluctuations or forecasting on edge and cloud
resources metrics (such as CPU consumption). Such accurate predictions may indicate the
need for proactive reconfigurations to maintain the desired quality of service (QoS). The
centralized data processing approach generates a lot of issues that are related to limited
bandwidth problems and unstable connection issues. Such issues may increase the delay in
the deep learning process and deteriorate the final forecasting accuracy. Moreover, other
resource constraints, in terms of huge storage capacity and extreme CPU consumption in a
centralized server, constitute also a problem that may cause delays in the outcome of the
learning process or even give corrupted results according to relevant works [3]. Moreover,
the fact that in a centralized approach, all the sensitive and non-sensitive data are sent to a
remote cloud server, imposes a full set of security concerns and private data leakages. This
is due to the fact the produced data must leave their origin source node (i.e., edge devices)
and be aggregated in an external centralized cloud node. During this raw data exchange
process, many security risks are introduced such as man-in-the-middle attacks, distributed
denial of service (DDoS) attacks, data, and deep learning model poisoning, adversarial
threats, etc. [7].

Federated Learning (FL) and Edge Computing systems give a solution to the above
problems since both FL and Edge Computing technology refer to a close-to-data-source
framework that brings the data processing activity closer to the data source, integrating
network, computing, storage, and other capabilities. In these cases, a distributed algorithm
is used which provides near-end services such as predictions and prognosis results to end
users [8,9]. FL enables incremental training of deep learning models with shared data
from cloud and private edge nodes, without explicitly exchanging any private data [10].
It supports privacy and data security protection by design and, at the same time, it can
reduce network load and achieve lower latency and power consumption [11]. Particularly,
FL allows for local nodes to train several local models, by using local data and at the same
time to propagate the locally trained hyper-parameters with a central model located on a
centralized server. Thus, no exchange of raw or private data takes place among these nodes
but only their model hyper-parameters can be exchanged. In this way, we may argue that
FL brings the learning process closer to the data sources.

Despite the above-presented benefits of Federated Learning, there are still a few
challenges and risks. As it is widely known, the identification of rare incidents or ab-
normal events and behavior patterns during a general deep learning process in cyber-
security, safety-critical systems, and enemy activities is called anomaly detection [12].
Back-propagation is the essence of neural and deep neural network training. It is the
practice of fine-tuning the weights of a learning network based on the error rates coming
from loss functions obtained from the previous epoch in an iterative process. When data
abnormalities and patterns do exist during these iterations, high values of loss functions
are produced that may cause time delays and give deteriorated final weight parameters
in the models. This fact may lead to prediction inaccuracies for future values or events
for various measured metrics, i.e., CPU consumption in the virtual machines of a multi-
cloud environment.

In this paper, a decentralized and operationally independent from one specific cloud
provider (multi-cloud architecture) FL model is used for the prediction of time-related
metric values. The introduced approach not only leverages the widely known benefits over
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a centralized data approach, such as lower network bandwidth use (resources constraints),
lower latency, less data privacy issues, but it also adopts a client node selective approach.
In this way, it increases the accuracy in the prediction of time-related metrics by elaborating
both the detection and rejection of data abnormalities. Furthermore, it investigates, for each
client node, the sufficient data size to develop a high-quality model. During the mentioned
FL process, Deep Learning models are used, a fact that increases even more the total model
accuracy. What is more, in this work an extended algorithm and experiment setup takes
place with respect to the data distribution of various nodes in the FL cluster. In half of the
nodes, data samples are distributed randomly per node and have uniform information. In
other words, data are Identically and Independent Distributed (IID) meaning that there are
no overall trends–the distribution does not fluctuate and all items in the sample are taken
from the same probability distribution. Having IID data at the client side means that each
mini-batch of data used for a client’s local update is statistically identical to a uniformly
drawn sample from the entire training dataset, which is the union of all local datasets at the
clients of the FL system. In practice, it is unrealistic to assume that the local data on each
client node are always IID. Thus, in the remaining half of the nodes, all data have the same
label representing the cases where nodes have non-uniform information. This happens
because the entire dataset has samples with multiple different labels and belongs to the
non-IID data scenario. As a result, we can argue that this work also innovates in the way
the data distribution can take place in various nodes of an FL cluster (combination of iid
and non-iid scenario) because the data distribution is unknown beforehand in most of the
real scenarios.

Therefore, a selective FL model aggregation algorithm is used based on two conditions
that should both be satisfied. Firstly, the data size condition ensures sufficient data volume
in terms of training data. Often, the amount of local training data is different for each
client node. Secondly, the local loss function value condition helps with anomaly detection
in the data of each client node. If a high loss value exists on a client node, this proves
the low quality of local (i.e., anomalous case) data that may give inaccurate local model
parameters. In our approach, such client nodes should be excluded from the global model
training process. This path is used since a given local training dataset is not representative
of the population distribution. By using these two crucial conditions along with the fact
that Deep Learning [13,14] non-convex optimization local loss functions [15] are being
used in MulticloudFL, it ensures a higher total accuracy of the whole system in terms of
metrics prediction values in a multi-cloud environment. The non-convex optimization loss
functions applied at each client node have the same advantages as convex functions and
at the same time benefit from the fact that optimization is achieved faster when searching
for a local optimum rather than on a global optimum (convex functions), by using convex
methods such as stochastic gradient descent [14,16] and mini-batching.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work on
Federated Learning mechanisms in Edge, cloud, and multi-cloud computing systems. In
Section 3, we start by presenting the general flow of our MulticloudFL system (client
participation adaptive federated learning system) for supporting forecasting in distributed
de-centralized cloud environments. Moreover, the client selection adaptive federated
learning algorithm along with the control algorithm are presented. The system architecture
is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, an illustrative example is analyzed presenting
experimental results of our work and comparisons with previous research works. Finally,
the paper is summarized, and conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Related Work

In this section, we discuss some of the research performed concerning the FL mecha-
nisms in Edge cloud and multi-cloud computing systems. Various parameters are examined
in this section such as the synchronous or asynchronous communication used. Previous
Federated Learning approaches use synchronous communication protocols in which the
server distributes the central model to a selected portion of clients and aggregates model
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information by applying weighted averaging, after receiving all updates from these clients.
This method is costly due to synchronization delay since the server needs to wait for all
local updates before aggregating data. The consideration of lagging devices is inevitable,
while network unreliability can cause problems in the federated learning process. On the
other hand, the asynchronous communication methods on federated learning are presented
as alternatives where the server can aggregate without waiting for any lagging client nodes.
However, this method assumes a fixed magnitude of client data during the training process,
which is not practical in real-life settings. The use of convex or non-convex deep learning
local loss functions is examined in state-of-the-art presented works in this section since the
convergence guarantee of adaptive aggregation schemes is considered only for convex local
loss functions and a restricted family of non-convex problems. Finally, global aggregation
methods, the client participation or selection option, and the prediction accuracy performed
are examined in this section as well.

An asynchronous online federated learning framework is presented in the work [8]
where some edge devices are connected to the central cloud server in an online way.
This server aggregates the local device model parameters that were extracted by using
convex and deep learning loss functions executed locally at each device. Good prediction
performance is achieved (for the used datasets) but there are no aggregation decisions
based on local data size, nor any client selection processes that improve the final prediction
accuracy (as in our MulticloudFL approach). A similar asynchronous communication
method is followed in the research work of [17], where the proposed approach has near-
linear convergence to a global optimum, for strongly convex functions. Deep learning local
loss functions are not used in this work [17]. Moreover, even though the whole system
shows that it can converge quickly, it seems that it cannot handle data abnormalities or
heterogeneous client data effectively.

Considering mobile edge computing networks, the work by [11] uses FL to accurately
forecast the resource requests of the more popular application types in the network. By
using synchronous communication among the mobile edge devices and cloud servers and
by applying convex local loss functions, the proposed model achieves a high accuracy level
for resource demand predictions. The aggregation at the global level is based on a weighted
model according to the data size located in each mobile edge device. Nevertheless, no client
participation decision takes place and thus no possible data abnormalities can be avoided
or excluded. In another work [18], a traffic flow prediction system is proposed following
an FL approach. In this case, an accurate and privacy-preserving traffic prediction model
provides promising results in terms of improved forecasting higher over the advanced
deep learning models. There is no compromise in the privacy and security of raw data
for each end-user device. Nevertheless, no weighted global aggregation method is used,
based on each client data size, nor client participation decisions with an adaptive global
aggregation time window are used (as in MulticloudFL).

In comparison to the traditional distributed learning paradigms and FL processes with
global aggregation, an innovative privacy-enriched FL method is proposed in [9]. In this
work, a compressed communication method among nodes and a cloud parameter server is
applied for security reasons, without a significant effect on the accuracy in comparison to
non-compressed methods. Nevertheless, by not using Deep Learning local loss functions
and without client participation decision, the expected and the pragmatic achieved accuracy
results are not high enough. What is more, since the reliability in terms of data content used
by local models may vary from client to client of an FL system, the work [19] proposes a
selective model aggregation for online anomaly detection. Because several trained models
can possibly contain characteristics of anomalous data, the unsatisfying local models can
be excluded from FL, which is a fact that finally improves anomaly detection accuracy.
Unfortunately, there is no condition for examining in each local node the efficient data size
for the local training that would increase accuracy even more.

A synchronous way of communication between client and server in an FL system is
examined in the work of [20] that exchanges Gradient Descent parameters and finally uses
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the global aggregation of these gradient parameters at each learning step on the aggregator
server. No deep learning loss functions are used, and no client participation decision
is an option in this method. The results show a significant communication reduction in
comparison to ordinary FL systems but no significant improvement in prediction accuracy.
Another work on abnormal client behavior is presented in the work [21] and concerns
cases that may intentionally or unintentionally deviate from the ordinary federated model
learning resulting in abnormal behaviors. In this work, a synchronous communication
method is applied by using all types of loss functions such as convex, non-convex, and deep
learning along with a global aggregation method based only on local loss function values.

An evaluation of some Federated Learning Aggregation Algorithms is examined in
terms of application to Human Activity Recognition in the work by [22]. The aggregation
algorithms that are used are FedAvg, FedPer, and FedMA. The experiment results show a
moderate overall prediction accuracy for classification problems. No data abnormalities
or other special issues on FL are examined in this work. Another approach for FL that
takes into consideration cases of data heterogeneity can be found in the research [23].
More specifically, in this research, a FedPer, a base and personalization layer approach for
federated training of deep feedforward neural networks is proposed which can combat the
ill effects of statistical network heterogeneity. Nevertheless, data abnormalities issues that
may appear in such environments and their possible resolution are not part of this work.

In the research work [24], new optimization algorithms of FL are proposed based on
cloud edge computing to overcome the problem that is caused by the hardware restrictions
of participating mobile devices since large computational resources are needed for using
the algorithm of FedAvg. In the presented work, there is a separation of the process that
concerns the completion of local updates both on the mobile devices and on the edge server,
and on the process of global aggregation which is executed among edge servers and the
central server. Nevertheless, no client participation method is used to tackle abnormalities
in the personal data of clients and thus cannot improve the prediction accuracy further.

The client participation method applied in the presented FL Mobile Edge system [25]
seems to mitigate resource constraint problems such as limited computational resources
or poor wireless channel conditions. In that way, the new method allows the server to
aggregate as many client updates as possible, accelerate performance improvement in Ma-
chine Learning models, and use Deep Learning local loss functions. Nevertheless, the client
selection takes place in a random way which means that it does not significantly improve
the prediction accuracy nor does it efficiently handle possible client data abnormalities.

In the work [26], an FL system is developed for handling intensive care heterogeneous
data in a cloud-distributed environment. The algorithm LoAdaBoost, which increases the
efficiency of the federated machine learning system in terms of prediction accuracy, is used
but with a slow convergence. The ordinary resources constraint problem is not taken into
consideration nor the client selection decisions in the distributed environment. On the
other hand, concerning the work [27] there is an FL optimization system presented that
resolves issues that have to do with heterogeneity in federated networks. The missing point
in this approach is the consideration of data abnormalities in the clients, which negatively
affect the forecasting accuracy.

Finally, elaborated work at [16] shows a gradient-descent-based FL system with an
adaptive control algorithm that determines the best trade-off frequency between local
update and global parameter aggregation to find the minimum global loss function. This
significant work [16] constitutes the starting point for our MulticloudFL approach in this
paper. The loss function in [16] corresponds to the specific resource parameters of the
FL system. The results show good performance in terms of accuracy, but they do not
take into consideration the deep learning local loss functions in the respective clients,
nor do they consider revisions in client participation according to any data abnormalities.
These two important dimensions are covered in our MulticloudFL approach, as extensions
to [16] to further increase the prediction accuracy of various monitoring metrics, e.g., CPU
consumption in VMs used for hosting multi-cloud data-intensive applications.
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In contrast to the state-of-the-art presented, our work formally addresses both the
issues of dynamically determining the global aggregation frequency within a given time
resource budget and the improvement of prediction accuracy by excluding data abnor-
malities. This improvement takes place by using: (i) deep learning local loss function in
each FL client while taking into consideration the data abnormalities in the local client
data during global aggregation; and (ii) by considering adequate data volumes during the
client participation process in the global aggregation procedure of MulticloudFL. Moreover,
our work presents an innovative approach to the way the data distribution can take place
in various nodes of the FL cluster (a combination of iid and non-iid scenarios). Finally,
deep learning local loss function is used in each participating node that shows a very good
convergence in comparison to other functions. A fundamental comparison of the above
research works and their features is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Relevant research work comparison.

Papers Synchronous/
Asynchronous
Communica-

tion

Convex
Loss

Function

Non-Convex
Loss

Function

Deep
Learning

Loss
Function

Aggregation
Based on
Weighted

Average of
Data

Volume of
Each

Participant

Client
Participant
Selection
Based on

Local Data
Volume Size

Client
Participant
Selection
Based on

Local Value
of Loss

Function

Control
Algorithm

for
Dynamic

Time
Window

for Global
Aggrega-

tions

[8] Asynchronous yes yes yes no no no no

[17] Asynchronous yes restricted
(small cases) no no no no no

[11] Synchronous yes no no yes no no no

[18] Synchronous yes yes yes no no no no

[9] Asynchronous yes yes no no no no no

[19] Synchronous yes no no yes no yes no

[20] Synchronous yes yes n/a no no yes no

[21] Synchronous yes yes yes yes yes no no

[22] Synchronous yes yes yes no no no no

[23] Synchronous yes yes yes no no no no

[24] Synchronous yes yes yes no no no no

[25] Synchronous yes yes yes no no no no

[26] Synchronous yes yes no no no no no

[27] Synchronous yes yes yes no no no no

[16] Synchronous yes no no yes no no yes

MulticloudFL Synchronous yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

3. Research Methodology of Client Participation Adaptive Federated Learning System
3.1. General Flow

In our paper, we present a gradient descent algorithm adapted from [16] to solve the
machine learning problem that refers to the minimization of the global loss function of a FL
that involves multi-cloud and edge nodes:

w∗ , argminF(w) (1)

where w∗ is the parameter vector of the global model when it reaches its minimum. F(w)
is the global loss function of all the distributed client nodes (multi-cloud nodes or edge
nodes) datasets:

F(w) =
∑N

i=1 DiFi(w)

D
(2)
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where N defines the number of client nodes, Di denotes the size of the local client node
dataset, and D the total size of the dataset of the entire edge and multi-cloud computing
system, provided in the following listing:

D ,
N

∑
i=1

Di (3)

Last, Fi(w)is the client node’s local loss function that captures the error of the client
node’s model on its local training data. Thus, each client node i has its local model
parameter wi(t) where t = 0,1,2,. . . denotes the iteration index. At t = 0, the aggregator
initializes the communication to clients and sends the initial model parameter w(0) along
with the time step τ∗ = 1 to all client nodes. In this way, the local parameters for all nodes i
are initialized to the same value. More specifically, the initial global model weights w(0),
before starting the learning process, are set to the value zero. After one or more local
iterations, a global aggregation occurs on the aggregator server only if the time of execution
is a multiple of the basic time step τ∗,i.e., t = Kτ∗ where K = integer number.

For the timestamp t > 0, new values of the local model parameters wi(t) are calculated
based on the gradient descent update rule of the local loss function for each client node
i. Every local update uses as the initial value for the current iteration the value that came
from the previous iteration t-1, according to the following gradient descent rule:

wi(t) =
∼
wi(t− 1)− n∇Fi

( ∼
wi(t− 1)

)
(4)

where n is the learning rate. The global aggregation process gathers multiple client updates
to further improve the FL model. We already defined that the system performs τ* steps of
local updates at each client node between every two global aggregations. After the global
aggregation, the local parameter wi(t) at each node client i usually changes. For clarification,
we use

∼
wi(t) to emphasize the parameter at node i after possible global aggregation. If no

aggregation is performed at iteration t, we have
∼
wi(t) = wi(t). If aggregation has occurred

at iteration t then
∼

wi(t) 6= wi(t) and for that reason we set
∼

wi(t) = wi(t), where the wi(t) is
the weighted average according to the data volume contribution from each client node:

w(t) =
∑N

i=1 Diwi(t)
D

(5)

Our work is related to the work [16] where a gradient-descent-based FL system with an
adaptive control algorithm was introduced. Compared to [16], the current paper presents
an innovative client selection method among the client nodes that participate in every
global aggregation. Given the fact that local client nodes are likely to contain noisy or
anomalous data and have potential risks of being attacked, we carefully select members
that participate in the federated learning process. Otherwise, aggregating inaccurate or
insecure local models’ parameters into the global model setup may inversely reduce the
prediction accuracy. Moreover, a single client node may face insufficient training data
to develop a high-quality model because of limited computation and energy resources.
Thus, we should exclude it from the model aggregation to avoid its adverse impact on the
global model.

The proposed selection method is based on an adaptive threshold coming from the
value of local data sizes and on an appropriate loss function threshold value coming from
the local loss values of client nodes. Both these adaptive thresholds are calculated from
their mean values of the local data sizes and local losses, respectively, minus the standard
deviation for each case. We are considering the mean values because we want the client
participating nodes to be in an almost similar state regarding the losses of their models and
the amount of data used for training. The standard deviation parameter is a commonly
used deviation affordable in such cases of finding similar member conditions. After an
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analysis of the aggregator to find the optimum adaptive threshold for local data sizes and
local loss function executed, two major conditions are considered:

i. The data size of each node should be bigger than an adaptive threshold of data sizes as
mentioned before, to be able to contribute effectively to the global aggregation process.

ii. The adequate small value of each local loss function for each client node should be
below the already mentioned threshold. Otherwise, a large and above-the-threshold
local loss value implies a high probability that the state of the chosen client is
deviating from the normal client states. Consequently, the specific client should be
excluded from the model parameters aggregation to avoid its adverse impact on
the global model.

Because the above thresholds come from mean values of nodes participating in the
FL cluster, the possibility of not satisfying both of the above conditions by any client is
not considered feasible. At least one node of the FL cluster will participate in the global
aggregation in each iteration loop.

In the current work, Deep Learning, i.e., Long short-term memory (LSTM) algo-
rithm [28] local loss functions are used in the local iterations, as a new type of local loss
function in comparison to previous work [16]. This decision further increases the prediction
accuracy of our MulticloudFL. The local models converge to a local minimum. Our FL
model is gradient-based as already stated and a novel convergence bound is achieved that
incorporates non-independent and identically distributed (non i.i.d) data distributions
among nodes and an arbitrary number of local updates between two global aggregations.
Of course, we have to highlight that a parameter that influences the convergence rate is the
step size, which is a hyperparameter that needs fine-tuning during the initial setup of our
model in order to ensure convergence.

Moreover, a major operation of MulticloudFL is the fact that given a specific amount
of resources’ constraints, i.e., the maximum available time in which the FL system should
have completed the learning process, it should find the optimal values of τ∗ and T = K*τ∗

(as already defined) so that the global loss function of the FL system is minimized at the
end (Equation (2)). For that purpose, a Control Algorithm is applied. The step time τ∗ for
each local update and the parameters of this Control Algorithm are optimized, first locally
at each client node and finally after each global aggregation procedure. In general, as part
of the whole FL process, the crucial point is the examination of whether the minimum
value of the global loss function has been achieved. If not, then the new calculated model
parameters and new step time τ∗ are sent back to the client nodes, the local training on the
nodes is re-initiated and the whole described learning process is repeated. It is true that
the process of the multi-cloud synchronous federated learning may initially cause some
delays as the number of participating nodes increases. Of course, the whole FL system is
fully scalable in terms of nodes, and, in conjunction with the control algorithm, the time
execution is optimized. Theoretically, no restrictions on the number of participating nodes
should be met. In Figure 1, we provide a flow diagram that depicts the main steps of
our MulticloudFL.

3.2. Client Selection Adaptive Federated Learning Algorithm

In the FL system that is presented in this paper, an innovative method is proposed
that ensures an increase in the final prediction accuracy. The previous works [16,25] use
a weighted average method during global aggregation of all the connected client nodes
(meaning either multi-cloud nodes or edge nodes). The already existing research works, as
it was discussed in Section 2, cannot provide an adequate solution for coping with the low
quality of local client data (abnormalities) nor cope with cases of small local data volumes
that cannot successfully train ML algorithms. With our new adaptive FL multi-cloud client
selection method, both discussed drawbacks are avoided effectively.
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Specifically, the first part of our selection algorithm, which runs on the aggregator
server, incorporates the discovery process of the data residing in each client and the related
final local loss values before global aggregation takes place. As soon as the discovery
process is complete, an adaptive threshold is calculated after the analysis of gathered
information, that considers the existence of extreme data abnormalities meaning data
points that differ enormously from other observations. These extreme data abnormalities
called outliers [29] may exist due to variability in the measurement or it may indicate an
experimental error and not a violation of any anomalous condition. These can cause serious
problems in statistical analysis and for that purpose, they should be avoided.

For these reasons, we define an adaptive threshold thr for the distributed dataset by
excluding the outliers that may exist in local data or local loss values as follows:

thrDataSize =


MEAN(Total Data Size) − 0.5 ∗ std(Total Data Size) ,

if MEAN(Total Data Size) < std(Total Data Size)
MEAN(Total Data Size) − 1.0 ∗ std(Total Data Size),

if MEAN(Total Data Size) > std(Total Data Size)

(6)
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thrLoss Value =



MEAN(local loss value) − 0.5 ∗ std(local loss value),
if MEAN(local loss value) < std(local loss value)

MEAN(local loss value) − 1.0 ∗ std(local loss value),
if MEAN(local loss value)mean value

of local loss > std(local loss value)

(7)

where we use the standard deviation as the std function in the above equations. The
dynamic selection process of Equations (6) and (7) is based mostly on experimental results.
Assuming a Gaussian distribution for the data size and the loss, rejecting the lowest part
below 1σ, is equivalent to accepting 5 out of 6 nodes. This is a tradeoff to ignore the outliers
without having much underutilization. This approach represents a fail-safe mechanism to
avoid the dilution of the performance of the total model with less trained nodes.

The second step of our client selection algorithm is the global aggregation on the server
following a weighted-average process according to each client’s data size. In this process,
only the clients whose data size satisfies the above data threshold and, at the same time,
those whose local loss functions are smaller than the above-defined loss threshold, take
part in the global aggregation. In this way, we ensure that data with adequate volume size
contribute additively to the learning process without adding data with erroneous behavior
that may lead to incorrect and inaccurate prediction results.

The described process is shown in the following Equation (8) and in the following
Algorithm 1 where we describe the presented algorithm using pseudocode.

w(t) =


∑iε{1,...,N} Diwi

∑iε{1,...,N} Di
, data size(i) > thrDataSize

and loss(i) < thrLoss Value
w(t), data size(i) < thrDataSize or loss(i) > thrLoss Value

(8)

Therefore, in Equation (8), we assume that our FL system has N client nodes: 1, 2,. . .,
N with local datasets for each of these nodes. Di denotes the data size of the local dataset
for each client node i that should satisfy both of the two mentioned conditions for local data
size and local loss value. Moreover, wi denotes the locally trained model parameters of
client node i that will participate in the global aggregation giving, in the end, the weighted
average of the w(t) global model parameter.

Algorithm 1 Client Selection FL Algorithm

Client Selection FL Algorithm
Require: Local minibatch size B, number of client participants m
per global aggregation, number of local iterations τ, learning rate n,
N total number of client nodes

Ensure: Global model w(t)

[Participant i]
receive w global model parameter for i participant from Server
Local Training (i,w):
Split local dataset Di to minibatches of size B minimum

For each local epoch j from 1 to τ DO:
For each b ε B DO:

wi <-- w - n*∆L(w;b) (n is the learning rate and ∆L is the gradient
of local Loss on b.)

end For
end For

send the wi model parameter to Server
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Algorithm 1 Cont.

[Server]
Initialize w(0):

For each iteration τ from 1 to T(=κ*τ) DO:
Receive from Client Participants all wi local model parameters

For each Client Participant (1,. . .,N) DO in parallel:
wi(t+1) <-- LocalTraining (i,w(t))

end For
Discover from all Client participants N:

- Data Size Threshold T1
- Local Loss Threshold T2

Choose a subset of S of m participants from N when
the 2 conditions are achieved:
participant Data Size > T1 and Loss value <T2

For each participant i ε S (1,. . .,m):
Calculate the Average Weighted Aggregation
based on Data Size of each client (Equation (8))

end For
end For

send to Client Participants the new w global model parameter values

3.3. Control Algorithm

In this subsection, the resources control algorithm for adaptive FL is presented, which
describes the steps that are followed for recomputing the τ* (time window) after every
global aggregation execution based on parameters from the last state of the system.

Specifically, the important point in our control algorithm is the optimum use of
available computing resources within the scope of minimizing the prediction errors and
thus the loss function during FL training. Consequently, for the distributed stochastic
gradient descent [14] used in our case, the problem turns out to be the optimization of the
values of T and τ and thus τ*. These optimized parameters manage to minimize the final
global loss function of the system given the specific resource constraints. We define the
equation that relates the T and τ as T = K*τ, which helps with the process of minimization
of the local and global loss functions.

In general, we consider M different types of resources that may involve various cases
such as time, communication bandwidth, heat energy, etc. For each m∈{1,2,. . ., M}, for
each local update step, all nodes of the multi-cloud FL system consume cm units of type m
resource and each global aggregation step consumes bm units of type m resource where
both cm > 0 and bm > 0 (finite numbers). For the given parameters for T and τ the total
consumed resource is given by the following equation:

TotalResConsumption = (T + 1) cm+(K + 1) bm (9)

For Equation (9), it is important to note that, during the FL process, each client node
i first computes the local loss value and then sends the result to the server aggregator to
compute the global loss function weighted aggregated value. Since each client node knows
the K-th global model parameter values only after the K-th global aggregation (global
model parameters are known to each node after global aggregation completes), the local
loss function at the K-th round will be sent to the aggregator at the K + 1 time aggregation
step and the aggregator then computes the K-th global loss function, which is sent back to
all clients. In order to compute the last global loss function (T = K*τ) an additional local
and global update is needed at the end and that is why the plus one addition: (T + 1) and
(K + 1) parameters are used in Equation (9).

Saying that Rm is the total resource consumption of type m, our control algorithm tries to
find a minimum value of the global loss function to complete the Federated Learning process
by ensuring the utilization of a maximum value of the total budget of type-m resource:

minGlobal Loss Function
τ,K∈{1,2,3,...}
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with the condition: (T + 1) cm+ (K + 1) bm ≤ Rm,

∀m ∈ {1, . . . ., M} (10)

In general terms, it is very difficult to use an analytical expression to relate τ and K and
their effect on the Global Loss Function of the multi-cloud FL system. This difficulty can be
recognized in the correlation point of the convergence property with gradient descent while
at the same time, it is imperative to find the impact of the global aggregation frequency on
the convergence property. Cmand bm coefficients can also be time-varying. For that reason,
we propose the mentioned iterative FL control algorithm.

According to the theoretical analysis and definitions presented in relevant work [16],
the basic task of the control algorithm is the minimization of the following expression,
which is derived from the Equation (10) and comes as the result of the substruction of a
given global loss function F(w) from its minimum value (constant). With this approximation
and by rearranging the inequality constraints of Equation (10) as follows, we can conclude
the value of G(τ):

G(τ) ,
maxm

cmτ+bm
R’

mτ

2ηϕ
+

√√√√(
maxm

cmτ+bm
R’

mτ

)2

4n2ϕ2 +
ρh(τ)
nϕτ

+ ρh(τ) (11)

where R’
m = Rm − bm − cm and Rm is the total resource consumption of type m. Moreover,

n is the learning rate, ϕ is the Constant defined in the Lemma 2 control parameter in
Algorithm 2, h(τ) is the function showing the gap difference between the model parameters
obtained from distributed and centralized gradient descents, ρ is the Lipschitz parameter,
and β is the Smoothness parameter. All these definitions are explained in the work of [16].

Based on the above expression, the minimization of G(τ) for the optimal value of τ
(which represents the number of local update steps that are executed between two global
aggregations) is defined as τ* and is given by the following expression:

τ∗ = argminτε{1,2,3,...}G(τ) (12)

and after the optimal definition of the above τ*, we can calculate the optimal total number
of global aggregation steps K* as follows:

K∗ = minm
R’

m
cmτ∗ + bm

(13)

The expression of G(τ) has parameters that are related to the resources’ consumption
parameters cm and bm(for any resource type)and other parameters ρ, β, and δ that are
related to the loss function characteristics. This calculation takes place in real time during
the FL process.

The values of cm and bm are derived from the measurements of resource metric
consumptions at the client nodes side and the aggregator side, respectively. For the time
resources used in our work, the maximum computation time per local update at all nodes
is considered cm. Moreover, the aggregator refers to the total resource type m (i.e., time)
consumption bm of each resource and compares the total resource consumption against the
resource budget Rm. In other words, cm and bm correspond to the actual time needed for
each local update and for each global aggregation. If the consumed resources approach the
budget limit of a specific type m resource (in our case m is time) then it stops the learning
process of the algorithm and returns the final result.

The values of ρ, β, δ are estimated from the local and global losses and gradients
computed locally at each client node and globally at the aggregator server, during the
FL. For the efficiency of this calculation, each client node needs to have access to both
its local model parameter and at the same time to the related global model parameters
(same iteration at timestamp t) created at the aggregator, which can happen when global
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aggregation is completed at iteration t. Because global model parameters are known to each
node after global aggregation completes, the calculated values ρ, β, δ are only available for
re-calculating τ* starting from the second global aggregation step after initialization, which
uses estimates from the previous global aggregation step. This is obvious in the description
of the Control Algorithm in Algorithm 2.

Moreover, during the re-computation in the aggregation after each global aggregation
step, we look for new values of τ* with the upper limitation of γ threshold times the
current value of τ* and find τ* that minimizes, as already discussed before, G(τ) whereby
γ > 0 is a fixed parameter. This γ threshold is configurable. The role of γ is to limit the
search space and to prevent τ* from growing too rapidly and causing inaccuracies at the
end [16]. Moreover, a maximum value of τ* is used because if τ* reaches too large values it
is going to violate the total resource budget and deteriorate the operation of the system.
The new estimated value τ* is sent back to each node after global aggregation along with
the global model parameters just calculated. The description of the major points of the
Control Algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.

We note that the Algorithms presented in this paper differ from previous work [16]
mainly on the selection method applied during the FL process and the Regressive Deep
Learning method for minimization of the local loss function. Moreover, the Control Algo-
rithm used takes into consideration the resource parameters only of the selected clients.
To be more specific, the aggregator server after selecting the appropriate clients that par-
ticipate in global aggregation, calculates the global values of ρ, β, δ as the mean value of
only the selected clients. These new calculated values are those that contribute to the final
re-estimation of τ* according to Equation (12). These innovative and newly introduced
calculations are proved to give more accurate prediction results compared to work [16] as
shown in the next sections.

Algorithm 2 Resources Control Algorithm

Control Algorithm
Require: Resource budget R, control parameter ϕ,
search range parameter γ, maximum τ value τmax

Define: global model parameter vector w(t)
local model parameter vector wi(t)
local resource parameter ci
local resource parameter bi

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Server]
Initialize τ* <-- 1 ;
Initialize t <-- 0 ;
Initialize s <-- 0 //s resource counter;
Initialize w(0) as a constant;
Initialize w(global) <--- w(0);
REPEAT:

send w(t) parameters and τ* to all client nodes;

save iteration index of last transmission of w(t): t0<-t ;

next global aggregation is after τ iterations : t <-- t + τ*;

Receive wi(t), ci from each client node ;
compute the weighted average with client selection of w(t) global model;

Receive ρi, βi, Local Loss function, Anadelta of Local Loss fuction from each client selected
node i;

Estimate weighted average ρ based on Data Size of each client selected node i;

Estimate weighted average β based on Data Size of each client selected node i;
Compute Anadelta of loss function and from difference of Anadeltas of local
and global loss functions estimate finally the weighted average δ ; [see ref [6]]
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Algorithm 2 Cont.

Compute new value of τ* according to Equation (9) via linear search on integer values of τ
within [1, min {γτ*;τmax};

Estimate resource consumptions cm, bm using cι received from all nodes ι and local
parameters at the aggregator;
sm <-- sm +cm * τ+bm;

IF sm>Rm then decrease τ* to the maximum possible value such that the estimated
resource consumption for remaining iterations is within Resource budget Rm.

[Participant]

Receive w(t) and new τ* from Server;

Estimate local ρi,βi

Estimate type-m (time) resource consumption cm,i for one local update at node i;

Send all parameters wi(t) (updated) , ρi, βi, local loss function of wi(t) , anadelta of loss
function of wi(t), to Server

4. Architecture of the System

As stated in the Introduction section, in this paper we introduce a Federated Learning
approach with decentralized client nodes (multi-cloud and edge) that is implemented as a
client-server architecture. It uses multiple node clients hosted in various cloud providers
with a remote aggregator server located in any of these cloud providers. The whole system
performs both local processing tasks and remote coordination/execution tasks.

As shown in the flow chart of Section 3.1, in the MulticloudFL system the learning
process includes local model update steps, where each client node (multi-cloud node
or edge node) performs gradient descent to adapt the local model parameters. This is
described in Equation (4) where n is the learning rate which is defined as the step size of
the model parameter update. The definition of the learning rate value takes place at the
configuration file of the system where the chosen value is a result of various experiments
towards finding the optimum one. The training epoch represents a complete repetition
of the parameter update that involves the complete training dataset at a certain time.
It is important to note that the learning rate should be selected wisely so that it does
not influence the learning process. The gradient descent algorithm is used to minimize
training errors and to repetitively update the network hyper-parameters through every
training epoch.

The learning rate has a huge impact on training neural networks and federated
algorithms. It can speed up the training time, help navigate flat surfaces better, and
overcome pitfalls of non-convex functions. Adaptive learning rates allow us to change the
learning rates for the FL model parameters in response to gradient and momentum.

In our local client node model implementation, the optimization method of Adam
has been used [30]. Adam, which denotes adaptive moment estimation, is the latest
evolution of adaptive learning algorithms that integrate the ideas from AdaGrad, RMSProp,
and momentum [31,32]. Just like AdaGrad and RMSProp, Adam provides an individual
learning rate for each model parameter. It has been designed specifically for training deep
neural networks, it is more memory efficient and needs less computational power than the
other two algorithms. Adam uses the first moment (mean used in RMSProp optimizer) as
well as the second moments of the gradients utilizing the exponential moving average of
the squared gradient. In other words, the mechanism of Adam is used to calculate adaptive
linear regression for each parameter in the model.

When the amount of training data is large, it is usually computationally prohibitive to
compute the gradient descent of the loss function defined on the entire local client dataset.
In cases such as our work, stochastic gradient descent is used [8,20], which elaborates the
gradient computed on the loss function defined on a randomly sampled dataset of the
whole local available training data, which is called a mini-batch. Every mini-batch can be
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considered an undersized collection of samples with no overlap between them. Each local
iteration step (τ) corresponds to a step of gradient descent where the gradient is calculated
on a mini-batch of local training data. The mini-batch changes for every step (τ) of local
iteration, i.e., for each new local iteration, a new mini-batch of a given size is randomly
selected from the local training data.

During the training of the local model on each node a method of lowering the risk of
overfitting and speeding up the training process is applied, which is called dropout [33]. In
the dropout technique, we randomly choose units and nullify their weights and outputs so
that they do not influence the forward pass or the backpropagation during the training. By
contrast, the full-scale network is utilized to perform prediction during the testing process.

According to the above, the local model updates, minimize the loss function defined
according to the data content of the local dataset. The federated learning process also
executes global aggregation steps after the model parameters are trained locally (in node
clients) and then they are sent to an aggregator mode, located in a remote server in the cloud.
The aggregator selects the “appropriate” client nodes to achieve the optimum prediction
accuracy, by taking the weighted average of their model parameters according to their local
data volume. After the completion of an aggregation process, the updated parameters are
sent back to all the node clients belonging to the FL system.

Due to the adaptive resource nature of MulticloudFL, the frequency of global aggrega-
tion can be re-estimated during the learning process, and it can take values that minimize
the global loss function of the whole system (see Equations (1) and (12)). In this way, the
frequency of global aggregation performs efficient use of the available resources of the FL
system without over-using or under-using the resources. In our case, the major resource
dynamically adapted is the time parameter.

A high-level view of the system architecture is provided in Figure 2.
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Moreover, in Figure 3, we ground the general flow presented in Section 3.1, and discuss
the technology used for each of the components of the system developed. In that figure,
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we present the new innovative elements and modules developed in comparison to the
ones presented in work [16]. The two basic functionalities that MulticloudFL introduces
and evolves are the deep learning use for local loss functions optimizations (i.e., LSTM
algorithm), the Client parameters discovery module, and the Client selection method that
ensures higher prediction accuracy.
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The model used is a deep recurrent neural network that elaborates supervised learning
with labeled data. To be more specific, time series data that refer to CPU consumption over
time are used as training and test/validation datasets. Thus, we have a case of regression
problem. Our RNN model uses the long short-term memory approach (LSTM). LSTM
network is one of the emerging methods for time series prediction and has been widely
researched during the last few years. The suitability of LSTMs arises from the fact that they
can learn the dependencies between the data points. LSTM models develop a function to
learn from the previous historic points to predict future points. A hidden layer is included
in our model and a dropout layer to avoid, as already mentioned, the phenomenon of
overfitting. The initial values of global model weights before the learning process are set to
the value of zero, as discussed previously. This is achieved by filling with zeros the array
vector of global_grad_global_weight of class ControlAlgAdaptiveTauServer.

As can be seen in the described class diagram of Figure 3, our client-server basic
schema architecture is given by the Server-Client modules. To be more specific, the server is
the central module where the global aggregation process, the Client parameters discovery
method, and the Client selection method run as part of the Client Selection Adaptive
Federated Learning Algorithm (described in Section 3.1). Moreover, the adaptivetau
module is used in the Server with the ControlAlgAdaptiveTauServer Class as part of the
control algorithm process for the optimization of the resources (time) usage (τ value) by
using the selected client nodes parameters and resources. Last, on the server side the two
methods used for the communications with the client nodes (multi-cloud and edge nodes)
are the send_msg and recv_msg methods.

On the Client nodes side, the core module that is used in each client is the Client
module. With the help of this module local update steps are executed in each client of
the FL until a local convergence is achieved by using the Gradient Descent algorithm and
the Loss function of LSTM that is included in the RNN class. Moreover, the mentioned
local learning process is executed based on the local data of each client by fetching the
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data for training, with the methods get_data() and get_train_data () from the local dataset
storage. The get_indices() method is used for the Stochastic Gradient Descent data read.
As in the Server side, the methods: send_msg and recv_msg are also used here to help for
the communications and model parameters exchange among client nodes and aggregator
server. Finally, the ControlAlgAdaptiveTauClient is used in each client as part of the control
algorithm process (for the optimization of τ value).

It is important to mention that the various modules, classes, and methods are im-
plemented by using python language version 3. The open-source libraries developed by
Google of Tensorflow [34] are used in our FL system, focusing on the Keras technology [35].
A general overview of the Architecture with the newly developed modules emphasized
with gray color is shown in the following Figure 3.

Regarding the deployment process of the model of the Federated System, we follow
the following steps:

1. Train and Build the final model where the final global loss function will be minimal
according to Figure 1. The server.py module is located on the central server, which
aggregates the various local trained weights and the client.py module, which is located
on each of the nodes (local weights).

2. After the training of the model, its parameters are saved with the model.save function
of Tensorflow Keras library (https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/keras (accessed on
1 January 2021)) on the aggregator central server. In this way, the model is saved in a
format that can be loaded in various server nodes where the inference data (real data)
reside. The above command saves the trained model in the HDF5 file format [36],
which includes both the model architecture and the learned weights.

3. In order to deploy the Trained model to various nodes, we use the Tensorflow Serving
and then the local inference on each node’s real data of the federated system can take
place.

4. After the deployment of the mentioned model, predictions based on real data (i.e.,
test/validation) take place.

The implementation of the described Architecture of our MulticloudFL system can be
found for more detailed analysis on GitHub: https://github.com/vasilaros/Multicloud-
Federated-Learning-FL.git (accesed on 1 September 2023).

5. Experimental Results

We note that the Client Participation Adaptive Federated Learning System (Multi-
cloudFL), presented in this paper, has been tested and evaluated in several real-application
scenarios. In this section, we present one of them as an illustrative example for highlight-
ing the value of our approach. We refer to a Computational Fluid Dynamic Simulation
application inspired by one of the Nebulous pilots introduced by the ICON company for
the analysis of fluid models (https://www.iconcfd.com/ (accessed on 1 September 2023))
and fluid mobility-related data. This application produces valuable insights that refer to
simulations that examine model design and the effectiveness of fluid dynamics. More
specifically, the simulation application concerns a two-dimensional fluid case. Initially, the
fluid is flowing from left to right, and a linear barrier diverts the fluid and creates vortices.
The colors appearing in the application similar to the ICON case indicate the curl, or local
rotational motion, of the fluid. By using the controls to adjust the flow speed and viscosity,
the application draws different barriers, drags the fluid around, plots other quantities
besides the curl, shows the force exerted by the fluid on the barriers, and measures the
fluid’s density and velocity at any point. Computational Fluid Dynamic Application is
focused on simulations requiring a variable number of resources. Specifically, we planned
three categories of simulations: hi-fi (high fidelity), low-fi (low-fidelity), and a combination
of them. The former low-fi or low-fidelity simulations which give pixel-moderate, required
few CPU resources (Figure 4) because the low-fi simulation was used to build knowledge.
The simulations in this category became the least real to the learner. These included static
models and two-dimensional displays that gave a general (not in detail) view of reality. On

https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/keras
https://github.com/vasilaros/Multicloud-Federated-Learning-FL.git
https://github.com/vasilaros/Multicloud-Federated-Learning-FL.git
https://www.iconcfd.com/
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the other hand, the hi-fi or high-fidelity simulations, which are typically represented by
pixel-perfect, production-ready, interactive prototypes required high performance, espe-
cially concerning CPU (Figure 5). This is because the hi-fi simulation is about a test that
mirrors or closely simulates a real-world situation in which test takers act based on the
scenario and available information just as they would in real life. There is also a third
simulation case as a combination of the two already mentioned which gave CPU polarized
workload data (Figure 6).

The MulticloudFL System copes with the above challenge of dynamically diverse
demand. It helps the Computational Fluid Dynamic Simulation application to obtain the
resources proactively to minimize cost and optimize the cost-to-simulation-time ratio based
on end-user constraints, depending on individual Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and
the number and type of simulations requested. The computing resources are dynamically
optimized on the fly based on the current load and projected simulation loads.

The initial deployment of this application consists of two main component instances
(excluding the aggregator instance) and then the re-deployment of the application is
examined on 3, 5, and 20 main component instances since the specific application does not
need more nodes for efficient deployment.
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To evaluate the performance of the proposed MulticloudFL, we used an experimental
environment of three types of datasets over CPU consumption metrics by using 2 up to
20 client nodes coming as results of the three simulation cases of the distributed Fluid
Dynamic Simulation application (Figures 4–6). The CPU consumption for each node
(virtual machine) refers to the total CPU core consumption per node of the system. Specific
CPU workload accuracy prediction metrics were used for the evaluation of each simulation
case. There is also the need to validate the stability of the total federated learning model.
Thus, we cannot fit the model just to the training data and expect that would accurately
work on real data it has never encountered before. There is a need for assurance that the
federated model has appropriately received most of its patterns from the actual data, and it
is not picking up too much on the noise, or in other words it is low on bias and variance.
In our experiments, we have used an amount of local data of 2000 CPU consumption (%)
time series points (consumption-time per second) measurements for each node. From that
data, 75% of them are used for training the local gradient node model and 25% for the
validation-test of the local node model. We used most of the data for training purposes
because otherwise, we could risk losing important patterns and trends in the data set,
which in turn could increase the bias-induced error. Moreover, each node used the gradient
computed on the loss function, which was defined on a randomly sampled data subset
(mini-batch) to approximate the real gradient. In other words, the stochastic gradient
descent is used for each node of the federated system and thus the data used for local
training in each iteration are different from node to node. Each local iteration step (epoch)
corresponds to a step of gradient descent where the gradient is computed on a mini-batch
of local training data. This mini-batch changes for every step (epoch) of local iteration
randomly from the local training data.

The usage of test or validation data (inference process) is a very useful technique for
assessing the effectiveness of the federated learning model, particularly in cases where we
need to mitigate overfitting. These kinds of data represent the use of data that the model
has never encountered before.

The environment was set up with the help of Docker Cloud technology in a virtual
architecture [37]. The aggregator server and each client node were implemented by de-
ploying a virtual machine with 4 cores VCPU, 8 GB RAM, and 30 GB Hard Disk Drives
each time.
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5.1. Experiment Measurement Setup

We used a multi-cloud and edge computing environment with varying nodes from 2 to
20 and heterogeneous datasets in terms of local data content and local data size. This means
that each node uses for each local iteration a different subset of data (different mini-batch
of data). The aggregator is located on a server separated from these nodes. For the specific
conducted experiments, we used as resource type only the time parameter. Thus, M = 1.
For the values used in our control algorithm, cm and bmcorrespond to the actual time used
for each local update and global aggregation, respectively. We compare our experimental
results with experimental results on a similar type of time regression dataset by using the
Adaptive Federated Learning method already presented in the research work [16].

We use three different types of Datasets and the Stochastic Gradient Descent method
for reading the data as a local solver (optimizer). The three datasets come from the measured
CPU consumptions of the three simulation cases of the Computational Fluid Dynamic
Simulation distributed application. These measurements come from one of the nodes of
the distributed system for each case. The first simulation case gives the “CPU Increasing
Load with Spikes” results, which are quite anomalous fluctuations of CPU workload with
constantly increasing spikes (Figure 4). The related metric results are shown in Table 2 for
further evaluation. The second simulation case presents the “CPU Periodically Increasing
Load with Fluctuations prediction result”, which refers to very abrupt fluctuations of CPU
workload (Figure 5) and its related metrics are given in Table 3. Finally, the last simulation
case gives data for CPU workload, which is presented in Figure 6 “CPU Polarized Workload”
and the related results metrics are given in Table 4. For the specific data type, CPU
consumption refers to periodic CPU workload fluctuation between a minimum (0%) and a
maximum value (100%).

For all the datasets, the mini-batch sampling uses the same initial random data source
at all nodes, which means that when the datasets at all nodes are of the same data type,
the mini-batches at all nodes are also identical in size in the same iteration. The model
that is used as a loss function in our SGD comes from the LSTM algorithm [28]. The data
distribution to our clients (nodes) is random and with various data sizes and data contents
for each of them.

Table 2. CPU Increasing Load with Spikes—prediction accuracy metrics.

No of Nodes N = 2
[16]

N = 2
MulticloudFL

N = 3
[16]

N = 3
MulticloudFL

N = 5
[16]

N = 5
MulticloudFL

N = 20
[16]

N = 20
MulticloudFL

MAE 0.047440 0.042696 0.043762 0.041137 0.043922 0.041287 0.0449 0.0429

MSE 0.005175 0.004197 0.004580 0.004031 0.004571 0.003977 0.0047 0.0041

RMSE 0.047440 0.042696 0.043763 0.041138 0.043922 0.041287 0.04477 0.042138

MAPE 25.946501 21.795061 22.8357 20.55213 22.827179 20.31619 21.827179 20.33

SMAPE 21.018166 18.706168 19.267344 17.91863 19.170655 17.82871 19.12 17.9

Table 3. CPU Periodically Increasing load with fluctuations—prediction accuracy metrics.

No of Nodes N = 2
[16]

N = 2
MulticloudFL

N = 3
[16]

N = 3
MulticloudFL

N = 5
[16]

N = 5
MulticloudFL

N = 20
[16]

N = 20
MulticloudFL

MAE 0.034889 0.029656 0.031341 0.029931 0.033381 0.032714 0.0337 0.0323

MSE 0.001949 0.001735 0.001749 0.001723 0.001978 0.001969 0.00199 0.001969

RMSE 0.034889 0.029656 0.031178 0.029931 0.040524 0.039714 0.041 0.0399

MAPE 56.295043 52.35439 62.452406 59.95431 51.151822 46.03664 51.22 47.037

SMAPE 25.119926 23.86393 23.688836 23.21506 26.845978 25.50368 26.9876 26.0001
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Table 4. CPU Polarized Workload—prediction accuracy metrics.

No of Nodes N = 2
[16]

N = 2
MulticloudFL

N = 3
[16]

N = 3
MulticloudFL

N = 5
[16]

N = 5
MulticloudFL

N = 20
[16]

N = 20
MulticloudFL

MAE 0.033437 0.032434 0.035118 0.028446 0.034642 0.027714 0.035 0.028713

MSE 0.011076 0.010966 0.012115 0.011389 0.011651 0.010952 0.0117 0.01123

RMSE 0.034141 0.032434 0.034690 0.028446 0.034643 0.027715 0.03567 0.028815

MAPE 16181355 14725033 18406291 13859375 19496125 12087598 19556125 12197598

SMAPE 103.2559 102.2234 104.0340 101.9534 105.251958 102.0944 106.251958 103.0944

The control parameters used in the configuration file of our multi-cloud edge FL
system are as follows. We use search range parameter γ = 10, we set τmax = 100 (maximum
τ value), the control parameter is set to ϕ = 0.01 for the LSTM algorithm [28] that is used in
the loss function and the gradient descent step size is set to n = 0.1. This value of learning
rate was found to be the optimum after many trial and error efforts giving that optimum
performance. Moreover, the resource (i.e., time used) budget for our experiments is set
to R = 15 s. The parameter for denoting that all data should be read by using stochastic
gradient descent is also set to yes as already explained. The number of Data Points used
in total in MulticloudFL is 2000 from where the various random mini-batches of data
come from.

One major parameter in our setup is the data distribution in different nodes. Regarding
the distribution settings, we followed a combined method of uniform and non-uniform
data distribution cases. This means that data samples with the first half of the labels are
distributed to the first half of the nodes where each node has uniform information. The
other samples are distributed to the second half of the nodes with data that have the same
label in each node. This represents the case where each node has non-uniform information
because the entire dataset has samples with multiple different labels. To be more specific,
each time that there are more labels than nodes, each node may have data with more than
one label, but the number of labels at each node is no more than the total number of labels
divided by the total number of nodes rounded to the next integer.

In our setup, we used specific hyperparameters for our model: a dense regression
deep learning network with 50 neurons (one LSTM hidden layer), a time distributed Dense
Layer, and a dropout layer (output) with a rate equal to 0.2. For the time-distributed Dense
Layer, we process 60 time steps of the input sequence at a time. The learning rate as already
stated came after many trials to be equal to 0.1, which is an optimum value giving a low
global loss function and convergence of the algorithm. Moreover, an optimization with
adaptive moment estimation is used.

5.2. Experiment Measurement Results and Analysis

In the experiments shown in this section, CPU consumption metrics are used from
various client nodes to give an accurate prediction of future CPU consumption (workload).
Therefore, after the training of the Total FL algorithm, there is a comparison between the
Inference results (Predicted green lines in the figures) and the Real expected results (Actual
Test orange lines). We adopt the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [38], Mean Squared Error
or Loss [39] (MSE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) [40], Mean Absolute Percentage
Error (MAPE) [41], and Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE) [42] to give
an overview of the accuracy achieved for each data type case (n = number of nodes,yi
is the pragmatic value (orange lines in the following figures), ŷp is the predicted value
(green lines)):

MAE =
1
n
×

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣yi − ŷp

∣∣∣ (14)

MSE =
1
n
×

n

∑
i=1

(
yi − ŷp

)2
(15)
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RMSE =

[
1
n
×

n

∑
i=1

(
yi − ŷp

)2
]1/2

(16)

MAPE =
100%

n
×

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣ ŷp − yi

yi

∣∣∣∣∣ (17)

SMAPE =
100%

n
×

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣ŷp − yi

∣∣∣(∣∣∣ŷp

∣∣∣+ |yi|
)

/2
(18)

We examined three types of Datasets: one that contains CPU consumption patterns
with increasing spikes, another dataset with periodic fluctuations of CPU consumption,
and a third case where a polarized CPU consumption pattern is present. All the datasets
refer to CPU consumption (workload) metrics gathered from each node of our Multicloud
FL Computing system. For each of the Dataset types, we measured the accuracy by using
the above equations giving a visualization graph. For each experiment conducted, we
make a comparison with the case with no Client Selection in the Adaptive Federated
Learning Algorithm and with non-Deep Learning local loss function (as dictated by [16])
and calculated the differences as already stated in previous Section 5.1.

Additionally, as described already in Section 3.3 for the Control Algorithm and re-
garding the time complexity and time management we can argue that, when we have an
unlimited time budget, it is always optimal to set τ = 1 and perform global aggregation after
every step of local update. However, when the time resource is limited, the training will be
terminated after a finite number of iterations, thus the value of T is finite. Of course, the
number of nodes that are excluded for the global aggregation influences the total execution
time of the FL algorithm and is expected to reduce it. Comparisons of the current work
of this paper with the respective time execution results of work [16] are presented later in
this section.

The first type of Dataset gives us the following results by applying the Client Partici-
pation Adaptive Federated Learning System (MulticloudFL system) with Deep Learning
Regressive (LSTM) local loss functions running at each node locally. We use 2–20 nodes and
1 aggregator server for CPU Increasing Load with Spikes. The specific dataset as explained
before concerns low-phi Computational Fluid Dynamic Simulation:

In Table 5, the above-mentioned results of MulticloudFL show improved outcomes
(decreased loss functions) against the metric results of [16] in which there is no Client
Selection Adaptive Federated Learning Algorithm participation and there is no use of Deep
Learning local loss function.

Table 5. Comparison % metrics values for CPU Increasing with Load Spikes.

Number of Nodes N = 2 N = 3 N = 5 N = 20

MAE −10% −6% −6% −4%

MSE (loss) −18.9% −12% −13% −12%

RMSE −10% −6% −6% −5%

MAPE −16% −10% −11% −6%

SMAPE −11% −7% −7% −6%

The second type of Dataset that we used for our experiments is the CPU Periodically
Increasing Load with Fluctuations which provided the following results. The specific
dataset concerns hi-fi Computational Fluid Dynamic Simulation Case:

In Table 6, the above-mentioned CPU consumption results of MulticloudFL present
improved outcomes (decreased loss functions) against the metric results of [16] in which
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there is no Client Selection Adaptive Federated Learning Algorithm participation and no
use of Deep Learning local loss function.

Table 6. Comparison % metrics values for CPU Periodically Increasing load with fluctuations.

Number of Nodes N = 2 N = 3 N = 5 N = 20

MAE −15% −4.5% −2% −4.1%

MSE (loss) −11% −1.5% −0.5% −1%

RMSE −15% −4% −2% −2.6%

MAPE −7% −4% −10% −8%

SMAPE −5% −2% −5% −3.6%

The third type of Dataset refers to CPU Polarized Workload, which comes from an
application simulation case of a combination of the two already mentioned (hi-fi and low-fi)
giving the following results:

In Table 7, the above-mentioned CPU consumption results of MulticloudFL present
improved outcomes (decreased loss functions) against the metric results of [16].

Table 7. Comparison % metrics values for CPU Polarized Workload.

Number of Nodes N = 2 N = 3 N = 5 N = 20

MAE −3% −19% −20% −17%

MSE (loss) −1% −6% −6% −4%

RMSE −5% −18% −20% −19%

MAPE −9% −20% −38% −37%

SMAPE −1% −2% −3% −2.9%

Regarding the training time execution results, in order to evaluate the final model
weights set, we compare the various time metrics among the two approaches (MulticloudFL
and [16]). The number of nodes varies from 2 to 20 for each of the three different dataset
types already described. We may see the following three graphs (Figures 7–9 where time is
given in minutes on the vertical axis (Y) and the number of FL Client nodes is given on the
horizontal axis (X)):
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Figure 9. CPU Polarized Workload time executions results (current work and work of [16]).

Regarding the above results on Figures 7–9, we can say that the current work for all
the dataset types, and all the number of nodes give slightly better (smaller) time execution
training time which means better time resource efficiency of the algorithm.

5.3. Discussion

Concluding the results from all dataset types, it seems that Tables 2–4 present a
better performance regarding the MAE metric values for MulticloudFL from 3% up to 20%
compared to the MAE metric measured values of the adaptive federated learning system of
the work [16]. The specific metric expresses the results of measuring the difference between
two continuous time variables: the actual CPU consumption and its predicted value. We
can see that the CPU-polarized workload gives better MAE values than those given for
CPU-increasing load and CPU-increasing load with spikes because in CPU-polarized
workload the predicted and actual values are extremely close to each other without any
peculiar or outlier behavior of observed actual data. In other words, MAE gives less weight
to outliers and performs better when they do not exist [43].
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For MSE (loss definition) and RMSE metrics, there is also an improvement in the
measured values as can be seen in Tables 2–4 for our current MulticloudFL system compared
to the measured results of the Adaptive Federated system of work [16]. More specifically,
the improvement varies from 1% up to almost 20% for all dataset types. This is an expected
outcome since our client selection algorithm copes effectively with client data that cause
high local loss values during the training process, such as the spikes do. These loss
values are excluded during the total FL process. Therefore, specifically for the dataset
of CPU Increasing load with spikes, better results have been observed than the other
two dataset types. The same stands for RMSE, which is sensitive to extreme values as
well. Following the same concept, MAPE is quite sensitive to outliers and peculiar data
graphs and performs better in their absence [43–45]. We find from the results that all three
workload datatypes provide improved results that vary from 1% to 38% in comparison to
the measured results of the Adaptive Federated system of work [16] with CPU Polarized
Workload dataset giving better MAPE results. This is due to the fact that it does not contain
any outliers. Nevertheless, it is widely known from [43,45,46], that SMAPE is very sensitive
and depends heavily on the level of time series and on the existence of extremely small
actual values (close to zero). This is why we observe worse performance both for CPU
Polarized Workload and CPU Increasing Load with Fluctuations for the SMAPE accuracy
metric. The first datatype of CPU Increasing Load with Spikes does not include many CPU
consumption values close to zero and performs better in terms of SMAPE.

Generally speaking, the results in the current work show an increase in the prediction
accuracy in comparison to previously presented research works [9,16,18] as explained
before. The use of Deep Learning local loss functions in combination with the selection
methods presented in previous sections is an innovative approach that has not been used in
previous works [19,21,25]. It is important to note that the convergence time seems to be also
improved compared to work [16] since only the selected clients are taken into consideration
in every global iteration. Finally, we should mention that the proposed methods for
time regressive type of problems presented in this work are freshly introduced providing
improved and accurate predictions. Thus, it is going a step further from the current
SOTA, which usually offers prediction improvements performed for data classification
problems [11,16,22]. Last but not least, our current work gives better time execution training
time meaning better time resource efficiency of the total algorithm.

Nevertheless, despite the many advantages of the current work, we can detect some
limitations, especially regarding the process of multi-cloud synchronous federated learning.
One significant limitation is that the total FL model does not consider participants who can
join halfway through the training process (i.e., training already in progress). Asynchronous
communication is proposed to resolve that issue and improve the scalability and efficiency
of the FL approach. Moreover, another limitation seems to be the convergence of the model
based on the fine-tuning of its hyperparameters. This process depends on the experience of
the engineer who designs the model that needs to take into account many trade-off tunings
such as the convergence with the time execution.

6. Conclusions

Federated learning methods were originally proposed to enable clients to collabora-
tively train a machine learning model while ensuring privacy for each cloud client node.
In this paper, we focus on the gradient-descent-based federated learning algorithm that
includes both local updates using Deep Learning local loss functions and global aggrega-
tion techniques. After applying the global aggregation techniques, we exclude cloud node
clients that may deteriorate the prediction accuracy and the performance of the system. A
control algorithm is also used to achieve the optimal frequency between local updates and
global aggregations to obtain a global minimum loss value under specific resource con-
straints. Using various types of experimental datasets, we presented an improvement from
3% up to 38%, in terms of prediction accuracy in comparison to related methods presented
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in previous works [16]. Both iid and non-iid dataset scenarios have been investigated on
the mentioned experimental results.

Nevertheless, some limitations already mentioned in the previous section exist, and
they relate to: (i) potential participant nodes that may join halfway through the learning
process and (ii) potential scalability issues that may arise due to the synchronous way of
communication among the participating clients. An asynchronous mode of communication
may be examined in the future as a possible improvement of the current work.

In future work, we will also examine possible encryption methods that may apply
to the trained local model parameters that are exchanged among cloud clients and the
central cloud servers of the FL system to avoid man-in-the-middle attacks, data leakages,
or other similar cyberattacks. Moreover, there could exist a trustworthy federation schema
based on various concepts such as the trust scores of various nodes of the FL system in a
safe network [46,47]. The importance of the above observations motivates the following
open questions:

• How can we protect our FL system from malicious participants who may send incorrect
or malicious model parameters to falsify the learning global aggregation process?

• Can we set up our MulticloudFL in a blockchain-trustworthy network?
• Can we consider, in the MulticloudFL client selection, process any trust score metrics

as criteria for node selection in the global model aggregation process?
• How may security issues of edge devices or edge servers decrease the accuracy predic-

tions of the FL multi-cloud system?

The above questions are challenges for future tasks that could elaborate and enhance
the presented system.
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